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Summary. We have investigated the effect on the
transverse properties of a beam in the presence of a
nearby nonlinear resonance, periodic variation of the
betatron tune as a result of synchrotron oscillations
leading to periodic resonance crossing, and a zeroth
harmonic octupole terra (or other multipole) which makes
the betatron frequency depend on transverse amplitude.
Depending on whether the product of the resonance
strength and the zeroth harmonic octupole component is
small or large, one gets one of the following two pic-
tures for fast resonance crossing: a) A pattern of
resonances and side bands the side bands beinĝ  separa-
ted by vs/n (vs is the synchrotron frequency, n the
order of the resonance). Detailed consideration of the
betatron phase change between consecutive crossings
leads to prediction of an odd-even dependence of the
beam growth on the side band number. Computer runs
yield phase-space trajectories which confirm these pre-
dictions in detail, b) A diffusion-like process, the
betatron tune shift between crossings resulting from the
umplitude change now being larger than tha spacing of
side bands. The diffusion picture also holds whenever
vs/n is smaller than the betatron tune stability. These
effects are observed in computer runs and lead to de-
sign tolerances for the resonance terms. When nonline-
arities are present that are larger than these toleran-
ces, azimuthally distributed multipoles have to be in-
troduced to tune out the resonances. The multipole
distributions required to do so have been calculated.

Introduction

In a proton storage ring accelerator such as ISA-
BELLE1 large currents (~ 10 A) are accelerated for
times of the order of minutes. The beam must have a
spread both in momentum and betatron frequency to sta-
bilize against longitudinal and transverse instabili-
ties. The spread in betatron frequency is achieved by
a momentum dependent v-value or chromaticity. Under
these conditions the v-value of individual particles
will vary periodically with time while the beam is
accelerated, as a result of synchrotron oscillations.
This leads to repeated crossings of those nonlinear re-
sonances included in the particles v-swing. During
acceleration the excitation of nonlinear resonances is
due primarily to magnet imperfections because the beams
in the two rings are separated and the relatively large
nonlinear effects originating in beam-beam interaction
are absent.

b) periodic variation of the betatron tune as a result
of synchrotron oscillations leading to periodic crossing
of the nonlinear resonance, c) a zeroth harmonic octu-
pole tern which makes the betatron frequency depend on
the transverse amplitude.

Several authors2>3 have dealt with the transverse
motion of particles under similar conditions. However,
their treatments are generally limited to a single syn-
chrotron period and fail to make detailed predictions
for the transverse beam behavior resulting from many
repeated resonaKCP crossings. In this paper, theory
and computer simulations have been extended to cover
many synchrotron periods. All calculations are one-
dimensional, but a generalization to both transverse
dimensions is straightforward. Fast crossings only (see
below) have been considered.

Theory

General Case

The one-dimensional equation of the betatron motion
of a particle in a nonlinear perpendicular field B in a
synchrotron is given by:

2
^-f + K(s)x = j - (bx + b,xJ + b.x* + . . . . ) (1)
ds^ p ^ 3 *

Here B = B0(l + bjx + b2x
2 + b3x3 + b£x4 + ) ,

K(s) includes the linear part of B and p is bending
radius. Introducing the variables 11 = &"̂ x and c == fds/P
one A

1 b
_T nn=3,...do

where g is the Courant-Snyder B-function and v is the
betatron tune.

An additional transformation to amplitude phase
variables I and tp given by I = T]'2/v2 + Tl2, <p = - arctg
Tl'/vTl (or T| = /I cos <p, T|' = - /iv sin cp) yields

2/lv sin ip

n=3,...

n=3,...

g(n+2)/2 n-1

The present paper deals with the transverse beam
behavior under the following conditions: a) A nearby One can set tl = /I cos tp on the right-hand side of these
single nonlinear resonance, due to magnet nonlinearities, expression and gets:

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission.
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I' = - — sin cp

cp = v - -* cos cp S b
P i n-xv n=3,...

Near an isolated nonlinear resonance of order n,
v = r/n + Ao where r is an integer and Ao « 1/n.
Fourier analyzing the nonlinear field coefficients
bi = Sbir cos r(6 + 8 r ) , keeping only the octupole
zeroth harmonic component and neglecting rapidly oscil-
lating terms one obtains in the smooth approximation
with (3 = R/v and a = 9 (R is the average radius of the
machine, 8 the regular length):

2 P

Evaluation of the integrals in the expressions of
and Ax leads to

where C
2TI

v A sin v 9s s o

Noticing that Ax+= Ax- = Ax« ° n e can go to a new vari-
able x = <X,.+X-)/2, leading to

(3a)

,X,-X
Ax - (Ao+nAI) f + 2CBnI(n-2)/2cos ( - ^ + fycos x (3b)

Substituting x=ntp-r(e+6r), Bn=-v/(2
np) (R/v) (n+2)/2

bn-l,r and A=-(3v/8p)(R/v)3b3ao one finally gets:

I' = 2B I n / 2 sin

(nv-r) + nAI + r(n-2)/2

(2a)

(2b)

p
one has near 8 = ± 8 D (8 =F e )

o

Assuming the condition for fast crossing in which nv
varies much more rapidly than the two other terms, nAI
and nB nl(

n~ 2)' 2 cos x> on the right-hand side of Eq.
(2b), one can write x = VSA sin vs8, xt = x"(

B±) =
± vsA sin v s8 0. The change AI and Ax in I and x dur-
ing one synchrotron period (assuming they are small)
are then obtained from Eq. (2) in the following way:

r . „ < e- 9Q> 21AI Tn/2

J
d8 +

J sin [ X.

(Ao+nAI)

cos < X +X

-2

-4

I and x get impulses at 9 = ± 6O + 2nj/v s . One can
therefore write I (9) in the following way:

^ CBnIn/2
^

For a constant betatron tune these equations lead to
the usual invariant of motion for a nonlinear resonance.
Fixed points are obtained from i' = 0, x' = 0. The
nonlinear resonance widths are given by ± Bnl( n" 2)' 2.
In the appendix, a Hamiltonian, valid for any order re-
sonance, is derived from which Eq. (2) can be obtained.
More exact expressions for Bn and A are also given.

The 8-dependence of v will be written as

v(9) = — - — (cos v 8-cos v 8 ) ,

where A > 0, A/n is the half-swing of the betatron fre-
quency v and vs is the synchrotron frequency. Ao/n,
defined as A/n cos v s8 o > is the difference between the
average frequency r/n + A/n cos v s6 o and the resonance
frequency r/n. v(8) will be equal to r/n whenever
6 = ± 8 0 + 2J(TT/VS) where j is any integer and 0£VS8OSTT.

Setting x-fc = xC*1 8 O ) , where x+ and X-
 are the val-

ues of x at the upward and downward resonance crossings,

6(e-e - Sf\
\ O V /

sin Fx1 + 3E1 A + a ( 9 ) + f! 6 (e+9 - 20
L - V O 4J \ O V

Here xi and xi are the init ial values of \i.sai X.,
a'(9) = nAI+ nBnl(n-2)'2 cos x and a(9) = JJ a'(8)d8.
After some manipulation of the 6-functions one finally
gets with Fj = cos[(xj-xi)/2+n/4-(Ao-vsj)eo]:

(Ao-vsj)8+a(6)].(4a)

Similarly it can be shown that

X'(9) = AQ + nAI +

2 ̂  CB I ( n~ 2 > / 2 £ F. cosRi+(A -v 1)6+^(6)].(4b)
iii n j os

Side Band Approximation

In the case that Ao = vsl + e, where e « vs and
B'(9) ~ const, the term with j = t in Eq. (4a and b)
will always be the slowest varying one, permitting the
neglect of the other more rapidly oscillating terms.
With the additional transformation i = y + vBl8, one
gets:

i cv n / 2 hsin (5a)

= (Ao - tvs) + nAI + 2 ̂  CBnI
(n"2)/2 (5b)

These equations are now identical in form to those which
were obtained earlier for v(8) " const (see 2a and b)
with the exception that (v - r/n) has been replaced by
Ao - -tvs and Bn by 2(vs/2n)CBnEt. Varying the betatron
tune with the synchrotron frequency hence causes the
resonance at v = r/n to be replaced by a series of reso-
nances (or side bands) at v = r/n + vst/n where I is any



integer
i - 2 ^

width of these resonances are ±2(vs/2n)
compared to Bnl^n ' obtained at v=r/n

in the case of v(8) = const. In the side approximation
then the particle motion will follow invariants in 1,5
phase space given by

Cc..st.= 2 r 5 CB F,In/2 cos 9
2n n -t

(6)

Fixed points are obtained from I = 0, $ = 0 .
The dependence of the side band width ±2(VS/2TT)
CBnF^lf

n"2^2 on the side band order •£, is contained in
sin vs8o and F̂ ,. While sin vs6o varies monotonically
with •£., Et exhibits an odd-even dependence for side
bands near the central resonance, which comes from the
fact that ¥ changes by ~ n/2 when K, changes by 1.

Diffusion Approximation

The assumption used to obtain the side band pic-
ture was o/(6)«const, where a'(8)=nAI+nBnI

tn" -'/lLcos\.
If Aa'<8>tte change in a'(8) over one synchrotron period,
is comparable to vs, then terms with different j's will
dominate in the sums in Eq. (4a and b) at different
values of 6 and one cannot approximate these sums by
the same j=£ term at all values of 8. To first order
in B,/""2'', Aa'(6)=nMI. Taking AI from Eq. (3a) one

and one ex-gets that Aa (6)«\>s implies |4ACBnI
n/'

pects that the side band picture should no longer be
valid if JlACBnlV^vg. In order to see how the ampli-
tude I will vary with 8 or (time) in this regime one
has to go back to Eq. (3a) which gives the change _in I
over one synchrotron period. If one assumes that x
will now vary randomly with 9 (or time) one gets a dif-
fujion-like rms-type growth of I expressed by: dI2/dt=
(AD^Vs/Trev, wnere_Trev is the revolution time around
the machine and (AI)2 is the average value of (AI).
One obtains for the doubling time td for the rms value

°f I: V Trev
td = 8B2ln-2TT

n o

(7)

where

tial value for I.

- 1
1 - n/2

and I is the ini-

As can be seen from Eq. (7) tj is independent of
the synchrotron frequency and the zeroth harmonic octu-
pole component and inversely proportional to the square
of the resonance width. However, vs and A (or b3;o)
enter into the candition]4ACB,,lS' |^ vs under which dif-
fusion-type emittance growth can occur.

Computer Calculations

Computer calculations have been performed aimed at
testing the theoretical predictions for the transverse
beam behavior presented in the previous section. Some
results obtained in these simulations will be given be-
low.

The transverse particle motion corresponding to a
single machine revolution was calculated by a linear
transformation followed by a nonlinear kick. The v-
value entering the linear transformation, varied with
time with the synchrotron frequency and was shifted by
an amount - (3v/8p) (R/v)3 b3)U I, where I is the par-
ticle amplitude.

The following parameters were kept fixed in all
computer runs: R = 382 m, p = 167 m, A/n = 0.03 and
vs = 0.001. The resonance betatron tunes were kept
close to 21.

Figures 1 through 4 refer to a third order reso-
nance. In Fig. 1 particle trajectories in I, $ space
are shown for four different average betatron tunes

corresponding to v = l/3(r + -tvs) where r = 62 and -t =
0,1,2 and 3. The zeroth harmonic octupole component is
small and the side band picture should hold. The tra-
jectories clearly follow invariants of the form given
in Eq. (6). This figure also exhibits the odd-even
dependence of F^ on I, which was mentioned earlier, and
the amplitudes corresponding to .the stable fixed points
agree well with theory. Similar trajectories are shown
in Fig. 2 for different average betatron tunes slightly
off the central band and again seem to verify the pre-
dictions expressed in Eq. (6).

In Fig. 3 the amplitude of a single particle is
plotted as function of revolution number for different
values of the zeroth harmonic octupole component D3 Q.
The initial amplitude is 2 x lO"*" m in all runs. When
b3to is si&all the particle amplitude varies periodically
with time as can be expected from the phase-space tra-
jectories shown in Figs. 1 and 2. However, when the
b3 0 is increased, the simple periodic time dependence
deteriorates and a more random behavior sets in, in-
dicating that the side band picture no longer holds.
The necessary condition, stated earlier in this paper
for the side band model to be valid was 14ACBnI

n'2| « \JS.
With the numerical values used here this is equivalent
to |b3 ol*^ ̂-0 m~^» in good agreement with the results
shown. In Fig. 4 the rms amplitude of 10 particles
smarting out with I = 2 x I0"6 m but different values of
X is plotted as function of revolution number under sim-
ilar conditions. When b3 Q is small the rms amplitude
fluctuates with time but no growth pattern can be seen.
For large octupole components the diffusion picture
predicts an amplitude doubling time of 1.4 sec, corres-
ponding to 175 000 revolutions. This is in fair agree-
ment with the numerical results shown here for a sta-
tistical sample of only 10 particles.

Results obtained with a fifth order resonance are
contained in Figs. 5 and 6. Particle trajectories in
the I, 5 phase plane, obtained with a small zeroth har-
monic octupole component, are shown in Fig. 5 for three
different average betatron tunes,v = 1/5(r + l\is), cor-
responding to r = 104 and t = 0,1 and 2. The odd-even
dependence of the factor F(, entering into the expression
for C in Eq. (6) is again obvious. For the conditions
referring to Fig. 5 an unstable fixed point exists, but
it occurs at an amplitude above the range of I included
there,. Figure 6 shows the nns amplitude of 10 particles
as fi action of revolution number for a small and large
value of b3 Q. AS in the case of a third order reso-
nance, no steady rms amplitude growth can be seen for the
small zeroth harmonic octupole term while a diffusion-
type growth shows up when this term becomes large. Again,
the amplitude doubling time is within the range of theo-
retical predictions.

Discussions of Results and Application to ISABELLE

Both theoretical and numerical calculations presented
in this paper indicate that fast crossing of nonlinear
resonances with an amplitude dependent betatron tune
leads to two different patterns of transverse beam be-
havior .

When the effective betatron tune (including the am-
plitude dependent part) is constant within a range small
compared to vs/n, particles move along phase-space tra-
jectories predicted by a simple resonance theory involving
side bands. For a given nonlinear resonance strength one
can then limit the transverse beam growth by adjusting
both the distance of the average linear betatron tune to
the nearest side band and the strength of the zeroth
harmonic octupole component. In the case that the vari-
ation of the effective betatron tune is of the order vs/n
and more, the beam no longer follows the resonance pat-
tern. A diffusion-like emittance growth sets in, which
one should be able to avoid by resonance compensation.



In an Ideal machine, where the average linear be-
tatron tune is constant, the variation of the effective
v-value comes from its amplitude dependent part. One
then gets diffusion-like behavior only when a large
zeroth harmonic octupole (or other multipole which
makes the betatron frequency depend on transverse am-
plitude*) component exists. Nonideally, however, there
most probably will be a variation in the average linear
betatron tune and for small values of vs one will have
beam grouch even in the absence of strong octupoles.
Computer results,not shown here, confirm this.

In ISABELLE vs is of the order of 10"
5 and, even

with weak octupoles, one might get diffusion-like beam
growth from nonlinear resonance crossings. The emit-
tance doubling times have been calculated from Eq. (7)
for different order resonances assuming the nonlineari-
ties that are to be expected in the ISABELLE magnets.
The results are given in the following table together
with the nonlinear field coefficients:

Vi , (sec)

3
4
5
6
7

1
4

.1

.0

0

X
X

.148
6.33

256
104
105

-2
mm"3
nT*
m -5
m-6

7.4
1.0
2 .8

0
(

X
X
X

.58
380
10*
10*
ioi2

For an acceleration time of a few minutes nonlinear
resonances of the order 5 and higher appear harmless.
The third and fourth integral resonances can be avoided
by proper placement: of the working line and no reso-
nance compensation seems to be required.
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Equations for Transverse Motion in Angle-Action Vari-
ables with Resonant Perturbations when the Tunes Vary
Due to Synchrotron Oscillations

The K± and cjj.j are defined in terms of median-plane
expansions of the magnetic field

Bz(x,z = 0) = Bo(l +

Bx(x,z = 0) = BQ(a1x

+...)

B b,
o 1

Kx " Bp • .2T > K_
B b,
_2_1
Bp

cn-l = [ <- ̂ V l ' ("
We then replace X£,Pi by phase and amplitude vari-

ables y±, j£ using the (instantaneous) betatron func-
tions &i, a± (Ref. 4 ) :

by use of the generating function Fj = (^
(tan¥j+Qfj). The transformation equations pi = ,
Ji = - oFx/BVi, Hi = H + oFx/os and the relations"
dgj/ds = - 2ai, dc^/ds = Ki&i - (1 + op/Pi, give fy
£(Ji./Bj.) + H'(y£,Ji). We investigate the resonance
arising from the xLzM term in H' that oscillates as
cos Ŷ g,! where

•Cm x
I = L,L-2,...; -t 2 0; m = M.M-2,.. .,-M.

This term has the form h(Jxek)
L/2(JEP2)

M/2 cos ¥tm, with
h a constant. It causes a resonance when the tunes
vi=vf, where v ^ = 4v° + mvf = r = integer.

We now make a second transformation to variables

o

in which v± depends on s due to the synchrotron oscilla-
tions. The generating function, F2 = SJiC^-^), gives
Hi = oF2/aJi, Ji = oF2/o¥i, H2 = Hx + 3F2/3s. In addi-
tion we change to 6 = s/R as independent variable and
get

For completeness we include a derivation of the
equations for amplitude and phase in the vicinity of a
single resonance that, we believe, clarifies the proper
arguments to use in the trigonometric functions of the
relevant Fourier coefficients, and r:hat takes account
of the slow variation of the tunes due to the synchro-
tron oscillations. The treatment applies to any reso-
nance, horizontal, vertical, or coupled.

We start with a Hamiltonian for the motion of x,z,
p x = dx/ds, p z = dz/ds = xj, X2, Pi, P2 in terms of the
path length s, where x and z are the horizontal and
vertical displacements from the instantaneous closed
orbit. We ^

•Ma x z vm x z

Since u>i,Ji vary slowly we average the other factors over
one turn, and obtain

)

-1 fJLHlAUl

H - —
BP

L M
-x z
1

*For example a sextupole to second order.

.LM

h

n = L + M

a"3 €-tm * % if * " m - 0; e t e - 1 otherwise. To suppress
the resonance, c".1(s) must lead to Df™ = 0.



• I . . -

Finally we transform to variables

1*1 = 1*2

(mJx "

using the generating function F3 = x
- t\Lz) J z . The new Hamiltonian is

J i +

v°) J..

D - •U2)H / 2cos ^

v, = tv + mv , v . = mv - £v , v.. = v, = r
i x z £. x z i -tin

Since H3 i s independent oj H2>J2 i s a constant, and the
equations for \ii,3i are dtij/dS = BHj/dJi, dj^/d9 = -

For the multiple crossing of a horizontal reso-
nance: L = -t = n, M = m = 0, in the presence of a 0-th
harmonic octupole term, the motion follows from the
Hamiltonian

= (nvx-r)Jx
- .2

The equations of motion, Eq. (2), are obtained from H3
by substituting

\ - Jx/n - I/2n, ^ = x, Bn = n ^ / 2 ^ , A = »g .

As for the phases t(,m that enter the formulas for
^Ok > BIOT 1 ̂  m evaluate them at the resonance, then
§i = J| Xds/fjj) which is the Courant-Snyder phase c^.
If we evaluate them at another momentum, say V\, then
*i = (°"i " vi*9) + V£ 8. The term (aj-vjS) oscillates
about zero in each period on the lattice; the v°S term
contributes r6 to $£m, which is the factor often used,
incorrectly, in place of the complete 5j~. It is prob-
ably-safe to ignore the variation of Dp*with momentum,
but all of the terms involved must be taken at one
momentum value in evaluating this number.
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Fig. 1. Particle trajectories in 1-i space for dif-
ferent side bands of a third order resonance. (Note
the difference in vertical scale for even and odd band.)

Fig. 2. Particle trajectories in I-$ space near the
central (i = 0) side band of a third order resonance.
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Fig. 3. Single particle amplitude as function of revo-
lution number, for different zeroth harmonic occupole
components, near a third order resonance.

Fig. 5. Particle trajectories in 1-5 phase space for
different side bands of a fifth order resonance.
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Fig. 4. rms amplitude of 10 particles as function of
revolution number, for different zeroth harmonic octu-
pole components, near a third order resonance.

Fig. 6. rms amplitude of ten particles as function of
revolution number, for different zeroth harmonic octu-
pole components, near a fifth order resonance.


